Abstract. Among many distinct contributions made by Amiram Grinvald's group, the "Blue dyes" is a special gift for visualizing cortical population neuronal activity. The excitation wavelength of blue dyes has minimal overlap with the absorption of hemoglobin, and hence has minimal pulsation artifacts. This advantage leads to high signal-to-noise ratio optical recordings of cortical activity, with sensitivity as good as that of local field potential recordings. High sensitivity imaging allows for recording of spontaneous and evoked activity in single trials without spatial or temporal averaging, and has benefitted many scientists in their research projects. Single trial recording is particularly important for studying the cortex, because spontaneous and ongoing activities interact with sensory evoked events, creating rich dynamics in the wave patterns. Signal averaging in space and time would diminish the dynamic components in the patterns. Here, we discuss how the blue dyes help to achieve high-sensitivity voltage-sensitive dye imaging of spontaneous and evoked cortical activities. Spontaneous cortical activity has a constantly changing spatial pattern and temporal frequency, making it impossible to average in space and time. Amiran Grinvald's invention of blue dyes made it possible to examine the spatiotemporal patterns of cortical dynamics, about 15 years before the first useful genetically coded voltage proteins became available. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI.
Introduction
The "blue" voltage-sensitive dyes (VSD) referred to a special kind of dyes, namely RH1691, RH1692, and RH1838, developed by Amiram Grinvald's group. 1 Among many contributions to neuroscience achieved by the Grinvald group, the blue dyes have advanced the imaging of the mammalian cortex. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] The excitation wavelength of blue dyes has minimal overlap with the absorption of hemoglobin, and hence has minimal pulsation artifacts. 1 This advantage leads to high signal-to-noise ratio optical recordings of cortical activity, with sensitivity as good as that of local field potential (LFP) recordings. 2 This sensitivity allows for recording of spontaneous and evoked activity in single trials without spatial or temporal averaging.
Here, we discuss mainly our own practice 2,7-10 on imaging spontaneous and evoked cortical activities to elaborate the importance of using blue dyes for high signal-to-noise recordings in the mammalian cortex.
Staining the Cortex with the Blue Dyes
Labeling cortical neurons is important for good VSD signals. Methods were discussed in detail in our previous publication. 2 In brief, dye solution needs to be gently perfused on the surface of the cortex for about 2 h. Long staining time is needed for a well-distributed labeling down into layers II-III [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) ]. It is also essential not to irritate the cortex during dissection and subsequent staining procedures. We found that even minor irritation, seen as slight redness of the pia capillaries, may significantly block the staining of the cortex. In order to protect the cortex from irritation, we did not remove the dura for staining and imaging. Keeping the dura intact also greatly reduces the movement of the cortex caused by pulsation and respiration. From the staining profile along the depth of the cortex [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)], we estimated that most of the VSD signals are from upper layer II-III, up to ∼400-μm deep from the pia surface. VSD signals decline with recording time, probably due to bleaching of the dye. The useful imaging time is about 1000 s under high intensity light exposure [ Fig. 1(a) ]. Here, "high intensity" refers to an illumination level under which most of the peaks in the LFP show a corresponding event in the VSD trace [ Fig. 2(d) ]. On our recording apparatus, this "high" illumination intensity is generated by an ∼80-W halogen lamp, filtered by a 630∕30-nm filter, and projected to the cortex via a 5× (0.4 NA) macroscope. Reduction of the illuminating intensity would allow longer recording time (1 to 2 h). After long light exposure, while the VSD signal is largely bleached, a shielded area next to the exposed area immediately shows near normal VSD amplitude [ Fig. 1(d) ], suggesting that the blue dyes have ignorable phototoxicity.
High Sensitivity Optical Recordings
Spontaneous cortical activity has a constantly changing spatial pattern and temporal frequency, making it impossible to average in space and multiple trials. 2, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] The VSD signals of spontaneous cortical activity are about 0.1% of the resting light intensity [ Fig. 2(b) of a nonblue dye RH795 [ Fig. 2(a) ]. The reduction of pulsation artifacts is thus essential for high-sensitivity single trial recordings. Pulsation artifacts bring two interferences to VSD imaging. One is the movement of the tissue with the pulse, which can be greatly reduced by sealing the recording chamber and movement subtraction algorithms (described in detail in Fig. 5 of Lippert et al.
2
). The other is the change in hemoglobin absorption with the pulse, which can be removed only by application of the RH1691 or RH1838 [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. Removing pulsation artifacts greatly enhances the signal-to-noise ratio of VSD recordings, and the sensitivity of VSD recordings can be as good as that of LFP recordings [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. We used a photodiode array for all our measurements described in this article. The diode array has an effective dynamic range of 19 to 21 bit, allowing measurement of small signals between 0.01% to 0.1% change in the baseline fluorescent light (recently reviewed by Liang et al. 11 ). When cortical activity by VSD imaging and LFP was simultaneously recorded from the same tissue, >60% of the peaks in the LFP showed a corresponding event in the VSD trace [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. Under 1.5% isoflurane anesthesia, infrequent bursts of spontaneous activity occurred on both electrical and optical recordings [ Fig. 2(c) ]. However, LFP and VSD signals were frequently disproportionate in amplitude. In Fig. 2(c) , events labeled with dots had higher amplitude in VSD trace compared to those in the LFP trace, while events labeled with triangles had larger amplitude in the LFP trace compared to those in the VSD trace. Events labeled with diamonds were seen in the LFP but not in the VSD signals. These may be caused by the different origins of the LFP and VSD signals, e.g., LFP signals may be generated in the deep cortical layers, not seen by VSD imaging. When the level of anesthesia was lowered to ∼1.1%, both VSD and LFP signals showed continuous spontaneous fluctuations [ Fig. 2(d) ]. The fluctuations in the VSD signals are likely to be biological signals because the baseline noise is much smaller in the quiescent segments of Fig. 2(c) . Since almost every event in the LFP can be seen in the VSD recordings, the sensitivity of the VSD measurement is comparable to that of the LFP recordings. The correlation between optical traces is high and each peak in the signal appears at many locations [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), bottom traces]. High correlation between optical traces is not from light scattering or optical blurring between channels, because there is a small timing difference between locations, resulting in a globally propagating wave.
Trial-to-Trial Variations
Blue dyes allow for obtaining high signal-to-noise ratio data from hundreds of trials from each animal. These kinds of Variations in evoked cortical activity also occurred in spatial pattern. Both spontaneous and evoked cortical activity manifested as propagating waves (Fig. 4) . Sensory evoked waves followed a consistent propagation pattern, initiating from the location of the thalamic afferents and spreading to large areas of the cortex. In barrel cortex, whisker evoked waves initiated from within the corresponding barrel and propagated to the entire barrel cortex. In images obtained from multiple trial averaging, this general propagating pattern can be nicely seen (Fig. 4 , image row AVG). An overall propagating velocity of 0.2 AE 0.1 m∕s, (n ¼ 6 animals) was obtained. However, when single trial data were examined, the propagating velocity varied largely, ranging from 0 (no propagation) to about 200 mm∕s. As shown in Fig. 4 , large trial-to-trial variations were observed in the propagating patterns. The propagation pattern of individual trials was compared with that of the multiple trial averages. While all trials showed a similar overall spatiotemporal pattern, significant trial-to-trial variations can be seen in individual trials. In the bottom row of Fig. 4 , the contour lines of the propagation patterns for trials 5, 6, 8, and 10 were superimposed, in order to compare them with the contours of the average pattern. The contour lines were highly variable, suggesting that the propagation of an evoked wave was highly dynamic. Since spontaneous waves occurred frequently, they may interact with the evoked response and contribute to anisotropic propagation patterns. In trial 5, the evoked activity appeared to merge with a spontaneous event and propagated faster in the direction toward the spontaneous event.
Compression and Reflection of Visually Evoked Waves
Using blue dyes, sensory evoked cortical waves can be examined in a greater detail from the mammalian cortex. A lower pulsation artifact allows a dynamic range of 17 to 19 bit. Propagating waves (a.k.a. traveling waves) of neuronal activity are extensively seen in the cortex. 6, 7, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] A sensory-evoked propagating wave starts at the cortical sensory representation and propagates into a larger area including the whole primary and secondary cortical areas. A number of mechanisms have been proposed for cortical waves. 27, 28 A drifting grating (0.05 cycle∕ deg, 50 w × 38 h deg of viewing angle) presented to the contralateral eye can reliably evoke a propagating wave in the visual cortex (Fig. 5) . The activity was seen in all optical detectors with a small time difference between each detector [ Fig. 5(a), traces 1 to 4 ]. The signal on each individual detector was converted to pseudocolor according to a linear color scale. The pseudocolor images showed that the evoked wave initiated in the monocular area of V1 (V1M) and propagated in both directions to the V1 binocular area (V1B) and to V2. The wave was "compressed" in its spatial dimension into a thin band in the middle of the propagating path [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) images]. A reflected wave was initiated after compression and propagated backward to V1. The wave and its reflection can be identified as double peaks even in individual detectors and in a single trial. [ Fig. 5(a) ]. While in different animals, the locations of the compression and the shape of the compression band varied, in the same animal, the compression band reliably occurred in the same location and the same shape from trial-to-trial. The similar compression/reflection pattern was observed under a variety of visual stimuli. The probability of evoking the wave decreased when either stimulus size or contrast was reduced; however, once the primary wave was initiated by suprathreshold stimulation, the same pattern of compression/reflection occurred. The reliability of the wave compression suggests that it may be related to the neuroanatomical structure of the cortex, especially the border between V1 and V2. In rats, these bundles are abundant near the V1/V2 border. 29 Electric shocks to the contralateral cortex activated the callosum fibers, and a shortlatency activation was seen in the VSD signals in the imaging cortex. The area of short-latency activation overlapped with the location of the wave compression band, further suggesting that the wave compression occurs the site of callosal fiber bundles. 7 Multiple wave compressions occurred along the path of propagation. A second compression often occurred medial to that of the first compression [ Fig. 5(b) ], probably at the border between mediomedial V2 (V2MM) and retrosplenial dysgranular areas. While the onset time of the second compression was more variable from trial-to-trial, the location of the second compression was fixed. Multiple compressions suggest that wave compression is associated with the border between cortical areas. 7 The compression of the visually evoked wave appeared as an abrupt slowing of the wave leading edge. Before compression, the evoked waves propagated at 50 to 70 mm∕s. When the wavefront reached the compression band, the velocity reduced to about 5 mm∕s. Meanwhile, the trailing edge of the wave maintained a higher speed, pushing the slow wavefront into a thin band of compressed activity along the V1/V2 border [ Fig. 5(b) ]. The compression and the resulting thin band sustained for a relatively long time compared to the time taken In the visual cortex, both evoked and spontaneous cortical activities manifested as propagating waves. The spatiotemporal pattern of evoked and spontaneous events differed markedly. The evoked waves were initiated in V1, compressed near the V1/V2 border, and had a reflected wave. By contrast, spontaneous waves initiated at different locations did not show compression and reflection at the V1/V2 border. Imaging from the same field of view in the visual cortex found that compression/ reflection patterns occurred only in evoked but not in spontaneous waves, 7 suggesting that the compression and reflection are governed by mechanisms specific for flow of information related to visual inputs.
Spiral Waves in Mammalian Cortex
Spiral waves are self-sustained, regenerative activity. 30 Spirals rotate around a center point known as a rotor. A spiral rotor can emerge from free-ends of a traveling wavefront. The rotor, after being created, becomes a powerful organizer of energy (as seen in hurricane systems) by sending robust rotating waves outward (as seen in cardio arrhythmia). 31, 32 Similarly, in the brain, spiral waves may provide an essential mechanism for organizing the irregular activity of cortical neurons into rhythmic activity. 8, 33 Dominant local excitatory interactions are essential for sustaining spiral waves in general. 30, 31 In systems with extensive local excitatory connections, spiral waves are often seen, such as in the cardiac muscle during arrhythmia. 34 In rodent brain slices, where local excitatory connections are dominant, spirals can be sustained for a long time. 35 Similarly, spirals are also observed in the awake turtle visual cortex during the visual process. 36 In the cortex in vivo, long-range and nonlocal connections, such as thalamocortical and corticocortical connections, may disrupt the spiral rotors and make spiral waves unsustainable. 35 Therefore, spiral waves in intact cortex may occur during certain brain states when local excitatory interactions are predominant, while they are unsustainable in other brain states when long-range connections are strong.
The pulsation artifact is the major technical difficulty for examining spiral waves in mammalian cortex. The pulsation rate is similar to the spiral rotation rate, making it difficult to be isolated from the signal. In addition, spatial and temporal averaging cannot be used, due to the small size of the spiral center (the singularity) and irregular rate of the rotating wave. 35 Blue dyes are so far the only dyes available for examining spiral dynamics in vivo.
Spirals were frequently seen (about 40% of all recording traces) during sleep-like states and cortical oscillations induced by carbachol and bicuculline. 8, 35 Spirals occurred alternately with other wave patterns (Fig. 6) . In the cortex, most spiral waves (81%) were short-lived (1-3 rotations) , in contrast to the long lasting spirals seen in cardiac tissue and in brain slices. 35 Spiral waves have spatiotemporal patterns distinct from other waves, such as target and plane waves. The best way to present spirals is the phase map of the VSD signal [ Fig. 6(d) ].
Rodent sleep contains an alternation of theta/delta states in continuous EEG recordings. The alternation is clearly seen in the frequency spectrum with time [the F/T map, Fig. 6(a) ]. Using EEG frequency as an indicator, intermittent optical imaging trials were performed during the theta or delta dominant states [Figs. 6(b) and 6(c)]. Image frames were composed from the 464 channels of VSD signals, and phase maps were generated from the Hilbert transformation of the time series of the imaging frames (described in detail in Refs. 8 and 35) . The occurrence rate of spiral waves was higher during the deltadominant state than during the theta-dominant state [ Fig. 6(e) ].
In about 40% of cases, spirals occurred in pairs [ Fig. 6(d) iii, Fig. 7(b) ], and the two spirals rotated in opposite directions. Breaking of the plane wavefront is a possible mechanism for generating these double spirals. At the broken end of the plane wave, excitation propagates forward and sideways, resulting in a slow combined velocity. The velocity continues slowing down with time, causing a curvature of wavefront near the broken end and developing into a rotor [see Fig. 8(c) in Ref. 8] .
The emergence of spiral waves corresponded with changes in the frequency and power of cortical activity (Fig. 7) . The changes were very obvious, even when the spirals were shortlived. To quantify the spatial profile of the amplitude reduction, we employed the Hilbert transform to estimate the "instantaneous amplitude" (Hilbert amplitude), so that the modulation of the phase was excluded. 8, 35 Hilbert amplitude maps in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c) clearly showed areas with amplitude reduction (blue) surrounding the phase singularities, demonstrating that the reduction in the amplitude was real, and not the result of phase modulation. The profiles of amplitude reduction showed significant differences between the in vitro and in vivo conditions: in slices, the amplitude reduction was limited to the spiral center [ Fig. 6(c) in Ref. 35] , while in in vivo, a larger area of amplitude reduction was seen [ Fig. 7(b), bottom row] . Amplitude reduction surrounding a phase singularity is the hallmark of true spiral waves. 30 During pentobarbital induced sleep-like states, an increased frequency, from sleep-like theta (∼4 Hz) to the rotation rate of the spiral [∼10 Hz, Fig. 7(a) ] further suggests that the rotating waves were true spirals. Elevation in frequency during spirals appeared not to be caused by a high level of neuronal activity that overwhelmed the system. Instead, total power was reduced near the center [ Fig. 7(a) , center], suggesting that the spiral singularity was a dynamically stable event, which recruits neurons into its dynamical regime without increasing the power.
We propose that cortical spiral waves are not generated by specialized "spiral circuits," but instead, by a dynamic mechanism involved in the propagation of an excitation wave. In this sense, the process for generating cortical spirals is similar to that involved in spiral generation in the excitatory continua during Belousov-Zhabotinsky reactions, 37 calcium waves on the surface of fertilizing Xenopus oocytes, 38 and spreading depression waves in the retina. 39 It is known in several biological systems that once a spiral rotor (phase singularity) is generated, it is protected from external disruptions by this strong interaction of surrounding rotating waves. 31, 32, 35 This unique protection of the rotor makes it difficult to extinguish sustained spiral waves, which leads to harmful re-entry patterns underlying cardiac fibrillation. 34 However, the situation in the cortex is different. Cortical networks contain both local and long-range connections, resembling a network structure with "small world" topography. 40, 41 We hypothesize that modulations arising from a third dimension by long-range thalamocortical and corticocortical connections may change the excitability of the local network, and by doing so, control the emergence, drifting, and extinction of spiral waves.
In an intact brain, subcortical generators can be strong and dominate cortical rhythms. [42] [43] [44] In rodent, thalamocortical delta and hippocampal theta rhythms are dominant during different phases of sleep. 45 We found that the occurrence of spiral waves is strongly correlated to the cortical rhythms (Fig. 6 ).
As shown in Fig. 7 , the formation of spirals reduced the power, changed the frequency to spiral rotation rate, and changed the spatiotemporal patterns from plane to rotation wave. These changes may allow spiral dynamics to have an influence in cortical processing by organizing neuronal activity over space.
While our understanding of the functional relevance of cortical spatiotemporal patterns is in its early stage, spiral waves provide a dynamic pattern that emerges from cortical population interactions and may have a powerful influence on the cortical oscillations and cortical processing.
Conclusion
Among many distinct contributions made by Amiran Grinvald and colleagues, the invention of blue dyes provided an excellent tool for imaging cortical dynamics, about 15 years before the first useful genetically encoded voltage florescent sensors became practically useable. Blue dyes offer excellent signalto-noise ratio, low pulsation artifacts, and low phototoxicity, allowing the use of a high dynamic range imaging devices to achieve high-sensitivity recordings comparable to that of LFP recordings. Blue dyes will continuously be a useful tool to examine neuronal population dynamics in the cortex when multitrial averaging is not possible.
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